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Abstract —
A smart city is an innovative city that uses Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) and other means
to improve the quality of life of its citizens and it
manipulates the information which is sensed from the
physical world, the information transmitted in the
communication world, and the information processed in
the information world for intelligent services. However,
security and privacy concerns arise, since smart city
applications collect a wide range of privacy-sensitive
information from people and their social circles, which
influence people’s lives. This paper addresses the
security

and

privacy

challenges

for

intelligent

healthcare, transportation, and smart energy.

Pooja Kelani

The smart city will sensed the information from the
physical world, transmit the sensed information in the
communication world, and processed the information in the
information world for intelligent services and then that
information is feedback to physical world using control &
operating components.
a)Sensing Components
It includes wearable devices, environmental sensors and
smart sensing devices(smartphones).These sensing devices
sense the information from surroundings and transmit it to
communication world.
b)Heterogeneous Network
Heterogeneous

networks

includes

cellular

networks,

wireless local area networks (WLANs), wide area networks
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(WAN),

device-to-device

(D2D)

communications,

millimeter-wave communications, sensor networks, and so
on, and enable seamless switching among different types of

I. INTRODUCTION

networks.

With the rising economy and social transformation,

c)Processing Unit

people have been moving from rural areas to cities,

The processing unit comprises of the powerful cloud

resulting in the largest wave of urbanization throughout the

computing servers, abundant databases, and dedicated

world. By 2030, the urban population is estimated to reach

control systems to analyze and process the collected sensing

5 billion (about 60% of the world population), which

information from the physical world for decision making.

produces massive opportunities for the economic and social

d)Control & Operating Components

development of cities. "100 Smart Cities Mission" was
launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in June 25,
2015.A total of ₹98,000 crore (US$15 billion) has been
approved by the Indian Cabinet for development of 100
smart cities and rejuvenation of 500 others.

The control and operating components optimize and make
adjustments to the physical world such that a good quality
of life can be offered in a smart city and they feedback the
information from processing unit to physical world.

II. PROPOSED WORK
1.1 Smart City Architecture
The

smart

components,

city

architecture

heterogeneous

2.1 Security and Privacy Issues in Smart Cities
incorporates
network

sensing

infrastructure,

Nowadays, cities have become “smarter” but the smart

city applications are prone to security and privacy
processing units, and control and operating components.
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challenges. So, the smart city should be able to defend the
involved information from unauthorized access, disclosure,
disruption, modification, inspection, and annihilation. The
following security and privacy requirements, including
confidentiality,

integrity,

non-repudiation,

availability,

access control, and privacy should be satisfied in the
information, communication, and physical worlds.

2.2 Security Solutions for Smart City Paradigms
A. Privacy-preserving Infection Spread Analysis for
Intelligent Healthcare
Intelligent healthcare, fuelled by connected biomedical
sensors, health data storage and processing units, provides
preventive, curative and palliative health services. It can
collect a wide range of real-time health data from users,
analyse and defend severe healthcare issues in city wide.

A.Privacy Leakage in Data Sensing
Smart city data is vulnerable to privacy leakage and
information inferred by outside attackers, since private
information is collected, transmitted and processed. Smart
city data may contain user’s identity and location in

Infectious diseases, e.g., Ebola, flu and acute respiratory
infection, could be rapidly spread in the population via
human to human contact, especially when the infected
patients cough and sneeze around crowd.
To tackle the infection spread problem, intelligent

transportation, health condition in healthcare, lifestyle
inferred from intelligent surveillance, smart energy, home
and community, etc. Some off-the-shelf security and
privacy techniques, such as encryption and access control,
can be applied to preserve user privacy during data sensing.
For example, Intelligent surveillance may capture citizen’s
daily life hint, style or even privacy, although it is originally
designed for monitoring criminal behaviours in real and

healthcare would provide efficient diagnosis and health
condition (or emergency) warning, by real-timely analysing
the infectivity during the outbreak season. Specifically, this
spread process can be affected by several key factors of
infection, i.e., infectivity of the infected patient, immunity
strength of the contacted user, contact duration and social
tie. The fusion of social network data together with the real
time health data facilitates a novel paradigm of infection

cyber world.

analysis, as shown in Fig.2.1.
B. Privacy and Availability in Data Storage and
Processing

To preserve user’s data privacy and achieve data
availability, homomorphic encryption can be adopted to

Powerful cloud servers used for data storage and processing

make both social network and health data invisible to the

in the information world faces security threats due to the

untrusted cloud servers. The hospital queries the infected

untrusted cloud servers. An alternative is to encrypt the

patient’s data on the social cloud server, the social cloud

smart city data and send cipher texts to the cloud server for

server may infer that the queried user is infected even

storage and processing. Although this method prevents the

though the query content is

untrusted cloud server from directly accessing the collected

having the authorization from the data owner should be able

data, the cloud server cannot process the encrypted data and

to query the owner’s data, such as doctors are able to access

perform effective analytical operations for smart city

the patient’s social network data from the social cloud

applications.

fully

server and it prevents the social cloud server from accessing

homomorphic encryption sheds light on the processing,

the data and inferring any information about the query, such

such as summation and comparison, over encrypted data.

as the patient’s identity.

The

latest

break

through

on

For example, the road traffic data can be collected by the
deployed camera or traveller’s smartphones and GPS in a
crowdsourcing way.
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query to a specific vehicle, each vehicle randomizes the
credential issued by the trusted authority to generate a
group signature.

Fig.2.1 Intelligent Healthcare integrating social networking
and health data for infection analysis
B. Secure Navigation for Intelligent Transportation
Fig. 2.2 Intelligent Navigation with Privacy Preservation

Smart city offers intelligent transportation services to
citizens and visitors in various aspects, road traffic
adjustment, navigation, point of interest recommendation,
parking, etc. Existing GPS devices can provide static
navigation by showing the route on the pre-downloaded
maps. However, it lacks real-time road traffic adjustment
such that the calculated fastest route may be delayed by the
dynamic congestions. Dynamic navigation exploits the
human intelligence and dynamic road traffic sensing from
travellers on the road and road side units (RSUs) in a
crowdsourcing way. As shown in Fig. 2.2, a querier, i.e., the
querying vehicle in the navigation service, sends a
navigation query to the closest RSU.
The query contains the current location, destination and
expired time. Then, the RSU forwards this query to the
RSU that covers the destination through the network among
RSUs. Upon receiving the navigation query, RSUs send the
crowdsourcing task to the vehicles in its coverage area to
find a fastest driving route for the querier. The querier

C. Adaptive Key Management for Smart Grid
Smart grid relies on millions of smart meters to measure the
real-time power consumption in residential areas or
buildings as shown in Fig. 2.3. These metering data are
aggregated to the control centre to optimize the power
distribution in return. However, a series of attacks attempt
to tamper smart meter records and upload modified data to
the control centre. Moreover, the ever-increasing volume of
metering data poses a new challenging issue of managing
secret keys for each device. Therefore, the data integrity and
authentication should be achieved during the aggregation of
smart metering. In addition, the metering data of home area
may reflect the residence’s lifestyle, home condition (e.g.
very low power consumption in a long duration indicates
that residents are out) and preference. If the untrusted
aggregators learn and reveal this private information, the
resident’s privacy would be jeopardized and even economic
loss may be caused.

retrieves the response from the RSUs when entering the
coverage area of each RSU, and finally reaches the
destination.
During this type of distributed navigation, the private
location information of both querying vehicle and
responding vehicles may be disclosed. To this end, Elgamal
and AES schemes are utilized to encrypt the querier’s
location and preserving vehicle’s query privacy. To prevent
RSUs from linking the navigation query and retrieving
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Fig 2.3 Smart Grid Architecture, including Power Flow and
Data Flow

the midst of an inhospitable desert. Masdar City is the
world’s first sustainable “smart city,” with no carbon
footprint. Solar energy and smart buildings will be used to

III. ADVANTAGES



meet Masdar City’s goal of “zero waste, zero carbon.”

Use of Digital technology improves quality and

Masdar is powered by a 22 hectare (54 acre) field of 87,777

performance of urban services .

solar panels with additional panels on roofs. Movement

Creating walkable localities to reduce congestion,

sensors are used to control lighting and water in order to cut

air pollution and resource depletion, boost local

electricity and water consumption by 51 & 55%.

economy,

promote

interactions

and

ensure
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